
PETMolds
The heart of your Husky PET System



The Right Partner 

Benefits of Husky molds
Integrated system approach enabling unique value

in the injection molding industry 

Unique patented technology features

Unmatched mold manufacturing quality

We stand behind our products and commitments

with our global service and spare parts coverage

Scale and capability for large programs and 

competitive lead times

Vast industry network with wealth of market and

application knowledge to support your growth 

and successful

A solution for every application

Because Husky designs and builds the world’s leading 

PET preform systems we understand how to maximize 

the value of your mold. As the world’s largest mold 

maker, Husky can deliver global programs for new  

molds, conversions or refurbishments of any size. Our 

extensive range of flexible PET mold technologies and 

services deliver solutions for all your current and future 

molding needs.
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Husky molds are the 
HEART of your Husky 
PET system

Today, Husky is the only injection molding equipment 

supplier in the world manufacturing complete integrated 

solutions, including machine, hot runner, cold half, as well 

as auxiliaries and services. This full integration enables  

unique synergies that deliver revolutionary capabilities.  

We know our customers are always striving to be better 

and we are continuously innovating to meet your changing 

needs. We can’t stand still because we know you won’t.

Maximize uptime with  
Quick Mold Change
Our latest revolutionary quick mold change solution 
shortens preform to preform changes by 60 percent.

Prolong mold life with  
Integrated Mold Alignment  
Mold alignment technology reduces your risk and saves  
you time and money by prolonging the life of your 
mold, extending time between regular maintenance 
activities and providing ongoing feedback.

Safety and uptime with Self-cleaning
Patented Self-cleaning Technology eliminates 
hundreds of hours of mold maintenance every year, 
while reducing the risk of short shots and making 
the cleaning process safer. 

Enhance ease of use and safety and 
traceability with Mold ID 
Mold ID tags communicate with your machine to 
automatically define the right process, determine  
the right maintenance program and recognize  
critical design features to safely run at high  
performance. Mold upgrades are available for  
HyPET phase 1 molds to reduce cycle times in  
HPP4.0, HPP5, HyPET5e and HPP5e machines.
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HyPET ® 5e 
Built upon our proven, energy efficient platform, offering a versatile 

solution for standard preform designs and is upgradeable to address 

different business needs and varying performance levels.

HyPET ® HPP5e 
The industry’s ultimate preform molding solution offering complete 

design freedom, high productivity, energy savings, system reliability, 

superior preform quality and user friendliness.

NexPET ™

Bringing the complete Husky experience to the lower cavitation, 

middle output and multiple package market while enabling the 

highest levels of preform quality at the lowest total cost to produce.

Versatile, energy efficient family of PET 
preform molding solutions capable of 
handling your evolving application  
and production needs.

Efficiency. Performance. Value. 

Evolving for you
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State-of-the-art  
hot runner technology

Husky’s patented hot runner technology 
delivers proven reliability, superior 
balance and optimized melt delivery for  
any PET preform application and volume.

Maximize uptime with Ultra Hot Runners
The industry benchmark of proven hot runner technology that  
requires less maintenance, provides more uptime and is easier  
to operate. 

Long-lifetime with Fluted Tips
State-of-the-art fluted tip technology that extends maintenance  
intervals and increases uptime.

User friendliness with Ultra Technology
Patented Ultra Technology makes operation of the Husky  
hot runner easier; with capability to start up in cold condition  
without leakage and offers a large process window.

Eliminate downtime with Husky Spare Hot Runners 
Largest global inventory of spare hot runners, responsive local sales  
and service support ensures uptime and shortens turnaround time  
to keep you up and running.
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Restore, Refurbish  
or Convert

Husky’s mold restoration, refurbishment and conversion  

services are designed to help you meet your needs quickly  

and cost-effectively. Successful preform and bottle producers  

take advantage of lightweighting opportunities, thread 

conversions and new preform and bottle designs.

Solutions to Refurbish
New Express Refurbishment 
Wherever you are in the world, our unique Express Mold Refurbishment 
program supports high preform quality while minimizing downtime.
 
Comprehensive Program Portfolio 
With a diverse range of refurbishment options, we have solutions to 
address all your budget and mold life expectation needs. No one is better 
than refurbishing a Husky mold than Husky. 

Solutions to Convert
Express Conversion 
Wherever you are in the world, our unique Express Mold Conversion 
program enables you to take advantage of conversion opportunities  
while minimizing downtime.
 
Wide variety of preform application solutions 
Conversion programs to take advantage of industry-leading applications 
for all areas of the preform, including thread finish, transition, body and 
base design.

Solutions to Restore
Spare Parts 
Maintain a high performing system with Husky genuine parts. Providing  
the right part for the right job, with the fastest delivery possible.
 
Service Coverage 
With a large global service network, no one knows your equipment  
better than Husky.
 
Pro-Act 
Proactive maintenance program designed to maintain availability,  
performance and production quality.
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+

Optimized Package 
Design  
Higher Performance Levels |  
Right Weight | Reduced Part Cost
Sustainable closure solutions that meet Single Use Plastic directives

Lightweighting
Lightweight thread finishes and 
tethered closure solutions reduce 
part cost and increase sustainability 
without sacrificing performance.

Versatility Fixed

Fixed shell position in the Open position

Diverse Closure Portfolio
Diverse portfolio of proven standard 
and customized closure and neck 
finish designs for a variety of 
applications, including water, CSD, 
juices, sensitive beverages and 
edible oils 

Package Development Center 
Quickly validate new package concepts 
with rapid turnaround of preform and 
closure samples or stacks 

Closure Lightweighting

Neck Lightweighting

Transition Optimization

Body Optimization

Base Lightweighting
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The Complete Package 
Preform, Bottle, Closure
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Next Generation  
Operating Model

Innovation through digitalization —  
Simplifying the order and configuration 
experience to significantly reduce lead 
times.

Husky’s digitalized Next Generation Operating Model, better known 

as NGOM, is streamlining hardware ordering and manufacturing from  

a practice that historically takes several weeks down to a few hours. 

For the first time ever, this approach has been designed for an 

“engineering to order” environment. Customized stack components 

can be quickly and easily configured online and are then 

manufactured in a state-of-the-art laboratory through an automated 

process. 

NGOM is Husky’s solution to deliver a better product faster—made  

possible by our accumulated wealth of application knowledge and 

data. Why partner with Husky? We have the infrastructure to deliver 

fast, with high quality and the knowledge to effectively streamline 

the order and delivery process.
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® HUSKY, HyPET, Shotscope NX  are registered trade-marks of Husky 
Injection Molding Systems Ltd. in the United States and other countries, 
and may be used by certain of its affiliated companies under License. All 
HUSKY products or service names or logos referenced in these materials 
are trade-marks of Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd. and may be used 
by certain of its affiliated companies under License.

© 2019 Husky Injection Molding Systems Ltd. All rights are reserved. 

Disclaimer: Information is made available in this flyer "as is" and no warranties 
are given or liabilities of any kind are assumed with respect to the quality of 
such Information, including, but not limited to, its fitness for a purpose,  
non-infringement of third party rights, accuracy, completeness or its 
correctness. Except as set forth in Husky’s written warranty, Husky makes no 
additional warranties, whether express, implied or statutory. Certain conditions 
may apply. For more details please request a copy of Husky’s written warranty 
and Standard Terms and Conditions.”

Husky Injection Molding Systems 
www.husky.co

Head Office   Canada  •  Tel  (905) 951 5000  •  Fax (905) 951 5384 
Asia  China  •  Tel  (86) 21 2033 1000  •  Fax (86) 21 5048 4900 
Europe Luxembourg  •  Tel  (352) 52 11 51 •  Fax (352) 52 60 10 
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